
13 American Gray Swans  - SWOT Analysis  
 

A Gray Swan is a predictable event that is catastrophic.  
 
When we do a business SWOT analysis on America we find out some stunning things. First is, that 
virtually nobody does a SWOT on America, so do not know about the findings. SWOT stands for 
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats.  
 
The SWOT identifies at least 13 Threats that can shut down our Supply Chain, and that shuts down our 
Food Supply. Most regions in America are not self sufficient with local Food Production, and have 
about 2 weeks before running out of Food, with the major cities being the most vulnerable.  
 
Getting the American people and American investors to wake-up to this danger is extremely difficult as 
it is clear they have been brainwashed that it would not happen. Our politicians and MSM do not cover 
the subject, but our Supply Chain along with our Electric Grid are positioned for failure.  
 
One of the most important questions to answer is – “what is your opinion on the probability that the 
Supply Chain collapses?” Very few people ask that nor research the answer, but the answer is directly 
related to our individual futures.  
 
Here is a probability test that I think you will find both valuable and enlightening. Print out these pages 
so you can write on them.  
 
First, answer honestly – if the Supply Chain showed evidence of collapsing, at what probability would 
you take serious action?  That means at what point do you start investing money to protect yourself and 
your family? 
 
25%  50%  75%  or 100%  Circle the number or write in a percentage ______%. 
 
Our Supply Chain, both global and American, is extremely vulnerable to collapse. Covid proved this, 
and was a beta test. In its present positioning it is guaranteed to collapse. Once it is down for longer 
than 2 weeks the majority of Americans will not have food delivered, and then the country goes into 
massive chaos as people do whatever they can to get food.  
 
Anyone who honestly looks at the data will see this. The only solution is to diversify the Supply Chain 
thus removing its vulnerabilities. There are enemies trying to destroy the United States, and they are 
blocking any attempt to stabilize the Supply Chain.  
 
According to Clif High of the Webbots (one of the most accurate future prediction systems) the Supply 
Chain will totally collapse and not come back in our lifetime.  
 
Do a quick analysis. The following events all can individually collapse the Supply Chain when they 
occur. Print this document and then review each event and write in what you think the probability of 
that event happening is. Then at the end, add up the probabilities that at least one event happens.  
 
1) EMP – Solar. (Probability -           ) The Sun can fire off a CME-EMP that totally destroys America’s 
electric grid. This would be called a Carrington Event, which has happened before, is well documented, 
and is overdue to happen again according to experts. The American electric grid is not hardened for 



protection. Last I checked, our military industrial complex cannot control the Sun, so one of these EMP 
events is coming 100% guaranteed. We simply do not know when.  
 
2) EMP – Nuclear. (Probability -           ) Any rogue state with a nuclear weapon that can be detonated 
in the upper atmosphere over our country will totally destroy America’s electric grid. Watch the TV 
series Jericho or Revolution or read One Second After by Forstchen to get the picture. It is estimated 
that the Russians and Chinese already have nukes in space circling the planet just in case.  
 
3) EMP – Tesla Technology. (Probability -           ) The US, Russia, and China all have created Tesla 
technology weapons that very simply can turn off the electricity in a region, city, building, or ship. Turn 
off NYC’s financial district and our financial markets collapse, along with the payment system. 
Research the USS Donald Cook 2013 Black Sea turn-off for some proof. 
 
4) Electric Grid Attack. – (Probability -           ) Physically, America’s electric grid can easily be taken 
down. Simply coordinate the shooting of the transformer oil cooling tanks in 9 key substations and the 
entire US electric grid goes down. And this can be done by less than 30 people. Read Ted Koppel’s 
book Lights Out. Research Metcalf Substation attack for some more proof. It is estimated that we have 
8,000 Russian Spetsnaz (Special Forces) clandestinely living in America, and that we have 350,000 
mainland Chinese in our University system.  
 
5) Cyber Attack. (Probability -           ) A strong cyber attack will take down the Internet, financial 
systems, and electric grid. Again, Koppel’s book points out the Russians and Chinese already have 
sleeper viruses in our system, not to mention that one snot-nosed 16-year-old computer genius can 
accidentally create and let a virus loose, causing this. Research Stuxnet, Yemen electric grid attack, and 
Russia turning off Ukraine’s electricity for proof.  
 
6) WW III. (Probability -           ) We see major powers in the world preparing for war. There is now no 
need for nuclear annihilation to destroy the Earth and our species. Just turn off the enemy’s electricity. 
America’s problem is that we are the most dependent country in the world on electricity and therefore 
the most vulnerable.  A strategic hit whether electronically, physically, or by tsunami on NYC shuts 
down our financial system. I wonder what odds Las Vegas is placing, will it be Venezuela, Eastern 
Europe between NATO and Russia, China and the US over the South China Sea, the crazy Koreans, or 
those pesky Jews and Arabs in the Middle East to start the big one? It looks like India and Pakistan just 
threw in their nomination as well, and let us not rule out the historic underdog catalyst of world conflict 
— the Balkans. War with  China will immediately shut down the Supply Chain.  
 
7) Credit Collapse. (Probability -           ) The entire American commercial system runs on credit. 
Much of shipping and supply goes on payment terms of 30, 60, or 90 days which is credit. Big items 
require a Letter of Credit. Amazon.com and most retailers’ payments are by your credit card, not to 
mention bank lending, mortgages, and finance are also credit. Most farmers have to finance their seed 
planting and/or livestock by credit, and farm credit is at an all time high. A credit collapse can be 
combined with, or triggered by, a bank collapse, a currency collapse, a stock market collapse, a bond 
market collapse, etc. See any evidence of those swans flying in?  And you wonder why some groups 
are trying to get rid of “cash”?  
 
8) Pandemic. (Probability -           ) We all know a pandemic can be caused by Mother Nature or 
released deliberately or accidentally by a military. Nobody is going to deliver food to a contaminated 
region. And no deliveries are going to be accepted from a contaminated region. NYC being a “hub” of 
the world with JFK, LaGuardia, and Newark Airports will most likely get infected quickly, along with 



the financial district running our financial system. Nobody is going to go to work if there is a high 
probability of dying, so expect a shutdown. Watching the movie Contagion with Matt Damon should 
get the point across. If we  go to war with China our pharmaceutical component supply stops, and we 
loose antibiotics. Then expect the resurgence of deadly diseases like the Bubonic Plague that are being 
kept in check with antibiotics.  
 
9) El Hierro. (Probability -           ) Most Americans are unaware that a dormant volcano is sitting just 
across the Atlantic Ocean in the Canary Islands. If this volcano cone collapses into the Atlantic, 
geologists estimate it will send a 100 to 300 foot tidal wave (tsunami) that will hit the entire east coast 
of America, wiping out coastal cities including NYC, Boston, and Washington. Recently, there has been 
an increase in volcanic rumbling. And also, a rogue state can set off the volcano and the volcanic cone 
collapse with a tactical nuke, claiming “plausible deniability”. A short search on the Internet will 
produce the geologists report and computer animation.    
 
10) New Madrid Earthquake. (Probability -           ) Again, most Americans are unaware that the New 
Madrid fault line is the most dangerous in the country and was one of our largest earthquakes in our 
history. The fault line runs approximately along the Mississippi River. It is estimated that if the New 
Madrid Fault releases a large earthquake then the majority of bridges and energy pipelines across the 
Mississippi River will be destroyed. For the people living east of the Mississippi (approximately 170 
million Americans), the food is on the other side of the Mississippi with no way to be transported 
across. Some believe that the military of the world powers have the technology to “trigger” earthquakes 
as Angels don’t play this HAARP. Geologists say the New Madrid is long overdue and we are seeing an 
exponential rise in earthquakes, volcanoes, and sinkholes around the globe. So this earthquake is 100% 
guaranteed to happen, we simply do not know when. 
 
11) Satellite Shut Down. (Probability -           ) As stated by NASA recently, our satellite GPS system 
controls our electric grid and payment systems and President Trump wants a space fleet to protect our 
satellites. A solar EMP could wipe out our satellites, basically shutting down our country. A space war 
could also do that, but our government would have told us the truth of what is happening up there, 
wouldn’t they? Both the Russians and Chinese have already threatened to shoot down the US satellites.  
 
12) Solar Minimum. (Probability -           ) There is evidence that the Sun is entering into a solar 
minimum. If accurate, expect a mini ice age, an increase in volcanism, increase in extreme weather, 
increase in cosmic gamma rays, and a collapse of world food production. What a coincidence, this is 
what we are seeing. Read Dark Winter by John Casey for more information. A Solar Minimum has 
begun, so is 100% guaranteed to happen.  
 
13) Civil War. (Probability -           ) It is clear that there are groups trying to start a civil war in 
America. Divided we fall, united we stand. If a civil war happens, expect shipping to stop, which will 
cause more fighting. There will be no delivery across 3,000 miles of a war zone. Further, if the US 
Federal Government collapses, so does the US dollar and our payment system, and we will have 
nothing with which to pay for food, especially if it is, on average, 1,500 miles away. Also our farms 
collapse as they can no longer receive supplies needed for production. 
 
Total probability that at least one of these events occur (Probability Total -            ) 
 
Hoping it does not happen is Hopeium. A drug to turn off your brain. Hope is not a strategy.  
 
So what are you going to do about it?  


